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THE LONGER I WORK in the choral conducting
profession, the greater fan of ACDA I become. The
opportunities for growth and for inspiration are so
numerous with this organization that I wish all choral
directors could be members. I love being exposed to
new ideas and methods and being challenged to
improve the sound, tone, intonation, and musicality of
the ensembles I conduct.
Congratulations to Past-President Eric Johnson for
organizing such a fine Fall Convention at Northern
Illinois University in DeKalb. Just watching Jerry
Blackstone work with the Collegiate Honor Choir was
worth the price of the convention. Beth Holmes also
did marvelous work with the 8th-10th Grade Women’s
Honor Choir. The session presenters were excellent,
and I enjoyed having only one session at a time as it
made interaction possible with a larger group of people.
Jerry Blackstone’s “Compelling Performances,” Mary
Lynn Doherty’s “Voice Conservation for the Music
Teacher” (with Kim Hoffer), and Robert Bowker’s
“Two Kinds of Music: Crossing the Not-So-Great Divide,” all presented timely and useful information and
techniques. Many thanks to Beth Best, Jeremy Landig,
Laura Lane, Jon Hurty, Jacquelyn Negus, and Keith
Cox for their helpful reading sessions.
The auditioned choirs were outstanding:
congratulations to Paul Rausch and the Woodstock
High School Madrigal Singers, James Stegall and the
Western Illinois University Singers, Jacquelyn Negus
and Sharon Augsburger and Bella Rosa (Senior Division of the Red Rose Children’s Choir), Mary Hopper
and the Wheaton College Men’s Glee Club, and Jeffrey
Hunt and the St. Charles Singers. Robert Bowker
and the Lakeside Singers were outstanding as they
demonstrated how one ensemble can sing convincingly
in many diverse musical styles. And thanks to all the
IL-ACDA Board members who worked behind the
scenes to make the convention possible.
Next summer’s IL-ACDA ReTreat will also
provide huge opportunities for inspiration and growth.
President-Elect Brett Goad is has assembled a terrific
group of headliners and presenters. Rick Bjella was
so popular two summers ago that we invited him to
return to conduct the Directors Chorus. His ideas for
imaginative rehearsals are seemingly
inexhaustible. Two choral directors who are greatly in
demand, Eugene Rogers, newly appointed director of
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choral activities at Macalester College, and
well-known arranger and director Patrick Liebergen
(who will bring free music for all types of ensembles)
complete the list of headliners. Reading sessions,
interest sessions, concerts, and opportunities to talk
with fellow directors round out the range of activities.
In these difficult economic times we all must choose
our activities more carefully. As a professional choral
musician, I cannot think of a better investment than
our state retreats and conferences, in which we bring
nationally known choral experts to the local level.
Student ACDA members are admitted free and should
not pass up these opportunities to learn from such
inspiring choral luminaries.
I continue to be impressed with the fine work Illinois
choral conductors are doing. Let us continue to inspire
one another. The more we can get together, hear one
another’s choirs, and learn from one another, the more
our singers will gain. Hope to see you this summer!
John Jost
Bradley University
President, IL-ACDA
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SWIMMING
UPSTREAM

FROM THE EDITOR
In this issue of the Podium the reader will find a variety of articles, including submissions
from Beth Best, Jacque Negus, and Elizabeth Zobel, our Middle School/Junior High,
Children’s Choir, and Multicultural and Ethnic Repertoire and Standards chairs. In her
article, Beth urges colleagues to strive for high repertoire standards. Jacque interviews
composers/conductors Earlene Rentz, Greg Gilpin, and Rollo Dilworth, and Elizabeth
offers the second part of “Looking for World Music,” the first part of which appeared in
the 2008 Spring Podium.

Reprinted by permission from the North Central Division Newsletter Melisma, Winter, 2005
by Randy Swiggum

In part-one of “Swimming Upstream,” reprinted by permission from the North Central
Division newsletter Melisma, Winter, 2005, 2008 ReTreat headliner Randy Swiggum
seconds Beth Best’s message regarding the value of performing music of the highest
quality. We will include part-two of this article in the Spring Podium.
Chris Cayari continues his column The Back Page, and I have included some rehearsal
tips that I have found useful over the years. Please send us information to include in a
MEMBER NEWS column. Let us know what you’re doing! Also, we would be delighted to
print pictures of your choirs’ activities.
Scott Ferguson, Editor

ReTreat 2009
Please note the May 1 (postmark) registration deadline for ReTreat 2009, July 8-10
at Illinois State University. Please visit the
IL-ACDA website to download a ReTreat
registration brochure, which includes
the daily schedule.
Richard Bjella will lead our Director’s Chorus. This will be Rick’s second appearance
at our Summer ReTreat. In 2008, he led us
through several thought provoking and enlightening sessions. Rick is very well known
in choral music circles, not just in the Midwest, but also on a national and international level. He has conducted several All-State
and District choruses. Currently, Rick is the
Director of Choral Studies at Lawrence University, Conservatory of Music, located in
Appleton, Wisconsin. We eagerly welcome
Rick back to ReTreat 2009.
Our second headliner will be Patrick
Liebergen. Patrick is widely published as
a choral editor, arranger and composer of
original works. Choirs around the world
have performed his works. He recently
conducted a concert of his choral publications at Carnegie Hall. Currently, Patrick
serves as the Director of Choral Activities at
the University of Wisconsin-Stout, located
in Menomonie, Wisconsin. Patrick will
present four sessions: Back to Basics for
the Choral Singers, a reading session for
the church and school singer, Programming

Masterworks for Great Performances, and
a reading session entitled Masterworks for
a Lifetime.
Eugene C. Rogers will be our third headliner for ReTreat 2009. Eugene is a 1996
graduate of the University of Illinois, where
he earned a Bachelor of Science
in Music Education. Since his graduation he
has worked with the Glen Ellyn Children’s
Chorus and in two high school programs
(Waubonsie Valley and Gross Pointe North).
He has also worked with the Huron Hills
Baptist Church Music Program and the
Boy’s Choir of Harlem. He received his DMA
from University of Michigan in 2007 and is
now a member of the Macalester College
Choral Music Faculty. Eugene will present
four sessions: Improvising in Rehearsal to
Create Your Dream Sounds, two conducting
master classes, and a reading session
entitled Music of Emerging and Lesser
Known Composers.

Please be sure to visit our website at www.il-acda.org

MUSIC IS EVERYWHERE. We are
swimming in it. There is music when
we buy groceries, in our dentist’s
office, when we work out at the gym,
and everywhere in the mall. Today
we are even provided music while we
pump gas. Music is so deeply woven
into TV and film that we barely notice
it. Diskmans and iPods mean that we
can have our own personal music
playing whatever we want, wherever
we are. Music - once reserved for
certain places or occasions (or whenever people chose to sing or play it
themselves)—is now a very cheap
commodity and as plentiful as air. We
are literally swimming in it. I am grateful for the easy access I have to so
much recorded music.I love my iPod.
But I confess I am nervous about the
effect of all this “easy music” on the art
I love: choral music. How has this new
culture of easy music affected the old
culture of choral music? In what ways
has our rich, powerful, and longstanding tradition of choral music been
affected by this newer culture of easy
music?
EASY LISTENING
Most people today seem to think that
music should “go down easy”—that
the purpose of music is to be “pretty”
and that if it doesn’t immediately
please then it’s “not good music.”
The idea that a piece would reveal its
beauty slowly over repeated hearings, that it would demand intellectual
engagement or hard work, that its purpose was not immediate gratification
but nourishment over a lifetime—these
ideas seem strange and old-fashioned

in our MTV, quick-fix, fast-food nation. Why should I struggle to learn to
pronounce a Russian text—let alone
learn its translation—for a Tchaikovsky
partsong when I can learn a pleasant tune that a publisher trumpets as
“guaranteed to grab any audience
immediately?” Why should I take three
weeks to learn to sing a difficult dissonance or complicated rhythm when I
can sing a nice melody with predicable
and safe harmonic language, more
like what I hear on the radio?
Choral Music Lite
There is money to be made in choral
music and the last twenty five years
have seen a huge commodification
of the market known as “educational
choral titles”—a genre that didn’t even
exist until someone figured out that
there were formulas that composers and arrangers could use to write
choral music quickly and sell lots of it.
Where did these formulas come from?
From the musical language and
styles of American popular music. Now
this is not a crusade against the evils
of pop music, but merely a reflection
on the blurring of some familiar lines
which have historically defined different genres of vocal music. Much of
what is being marketed today as choral music doesn’t bear any of the traditional markers of choral music, other
than the obvious fact that it’s sung. It
is essentially pop music dressed up as
choral music. Its essential elements
have the same features as pop music.
What are some of the markers of this
style?

Tuneful melodies that point toward obvious goals, are immediately singable
and memorable because of familiar clichés, have limited ranges and tessituras, and simple harmonizations. Unlike
truly timeless melodies—which are a
wonder in themselves—these melodies are merely pretty and pleasant.
No development of musical ideas.
Musical interest is typically attempted
through simple, predictable means:
modulating upward or the adding of
partner songs and descants.
Straightlaced rhythms. Most of this
music falls into two categories (borrowed from pop music): ballads and
rhythmic up-tempo tunes. The ballads
are almost always in 4/4 time and the
up-tempo tunes get their rhythmic
energy from piano parts that thump
along like a pop band rhythm section.
Singers really do not experience rhythmic sophistication or surprise—these
pieces are very predictable in their
rhythmic feel. As a result, singers’
rhythmic sensibilities and skills remain
low.
Western art music has traditionally
explored rhythmic subtlety and development as a way to capture listener
interest. Non-western music is notoriously rich and varied in its rhythmic
complexity. Educational titles, on the
other hand, are typically neither—they
rely on one rhythmic “feel” or groove
that remains constant. It might feel
funky and cool—and it will certainly
feel familiar—but it will not develop or
evolve.
- continued on page 4
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Obvious texts. Historically, great choral
music has been inspired by great poetic texts, sacred and secular. The best
texts of western poets and thinkers
explore their themes in richness and
nuance, using metaphor and ambiguity to suggest multiple interpretations
of big, timeless ideas. Educational
choral music can often be stereotyped
in familiar, tired categories. Junior high
choral music, for example, is
commonly limited to music songs
(“Isn’t music great?”), friendship songs
(“Let’s hold hands and step together
into our bright future”), and cheerful
single issue songs (Unity is good, Our
country is the best, Share my dream of
world peace!).
Obviously, these are not bad themes.
But to suggest that young singers are
not capable of more nuanced experience than these trite lyrics offer is
to sell this generation short. Young
singers share the same hunger as
anyone for spiritual depth, meaningful
ideas, and emotionally varied music
that doesn’t rely on hammering away
at a one-dimensional message—
music that offers questions instead of
simplistic answers.
Insipid accompaniments. Unlike much
great accompanied music, which
treats the piano as a genuine voice in
the musical conversation, much choral
music today uses the piano merely to
4

hold the texture together, like a rhythm
section. Singers really need no internal rhythm of their own—these pieces
provide an endless gurgling of pleasant eighth-note
arpeggiations or a heavy-handed
rhythmic drive with a beat so obvious,
“you can dance to it.” And these accompaniment stylings (so familiar from
radio and TV) are often accompanying
timeless, ancient texts like “Kyrie eleison” or “Ubi caritas”—essentially pop
tunes being marketed as “classical”
music. One caveat: this is not an issue
of “hard versus easy” music. There is
aesthetically challenging and sophisticated music so accessible that third
graders can sing it, just as there is
always music so difficult, yet unsatisfying, that it is ultimately not worth the
painful, long process it takes to learn
it. There is good music—with its own
rewards and challenges—for singers
of any level.
THE RESULT: FLABBY SINGERS,
WEARY TEACHERS
What is the effect of this steady diet of
faux choral music on singers? Limited
vocal skills. The safe tessituras of this
music means singers rarely have to
stretch their ranges. The always lyrical
melodic contours, while often quite
beautiful, do not challenge singers to
learn to navigate interesting leaps.
Baroque melisma - a skill unto itself

- can only be learned by singing real
Baroque music.
Weak listening skills. Because this
music is harmonically
predictable, singers rarely have to
contend with real dissonance, interesting modulation, or unusual voicing of
chords. Rhythmic simplicity means no
need for internal rhythm or rhythmic
sensitivity. And if a singer does not
regularly experience the subtle interplay of parts in a Palestrina motet, a
Brahms duet, or even a simple Britten
folksong setting, a whole dimension of
their listening faculty is stunted.
Impoverished vision. The most tragic
result of mediocre music is not the
simple lack of skill development—
after all, the purpose of art is not
merely to get good at doing something. It is to experience the world in
all its wonder and richness and depth
and complexity. Shallow texts set to
shallow music cannot give singers
a window into that world. It cannot
nurture their aesthetic sensibility nor
give them a vision of an abundant,
multi-faceted life of profound ideas
and meaningful experiences. I am
convinced this is the reason many
choral directors burn out. Although this
“easy to chew” music may hold out
the promise of contented singers and
audiences who don’t complain, the
day to day grind of rehearsing musical

milquetoast cannot nourish the artist/
teacher and will not attract singers
who are looking for something deeper
(which, I believe, is most singers).
This music does not make rehearsals easier. Because there is little to
do in rehearsal with the music beyond
pounding pitches and playing “note
doctor,” the whole rehearsal process
grows devoid of color and meaning—a
gray, predictable, mind-numbing experience. Singers come to expect that,
just like at the gas pump or during
TV commercials, one shouldn’t really
expect much from music—that music
shouldn’t be expected to have real
meaning. It’s just there, something we
do, pleasant and innocuous.
Breaking the Cycle
So singers swim all day in a culture of
music that goes down easy. Although
they may love music and surround
themselves with it, they are unaware
of their own limited expectations for
what music can be. They come to
believe that choir—the sound and feel
of choral music—should be the same
kind of entertaining, low-impact experience. Choral directors, fearful of their
disapproval or weary of bucking their
attitude, buy the music that feels familiar. Publishers need more and more
of it, and solicit composers to produce
it, appealing to our insatiable appetite
for the “latest thing.” Audiences get

used to it, and may even carp about
a concert with too much hifalutin’
foreign language, or tunes that don’t
feel familiar. And concerts—rather
than providing an aesthetic thrill ride or
a magical journey through the wealth
of human emotion and experience—
are vanilla events, pleasant enough,
which lull listeners into long stretches
of easy-listening whose strongest attribute is that they don’t give offense
or put any serious demands on the
listener.
This cycle is now firmly established.
The generation of young people now
entering the choral music profession
has grown up swimming in this easy
music culture and many of them only
know this aesthetic. Their concept of
choral music no longer automatically
includes Gabrieli or
Britten.
The Alternative: Courage
Courage to flex artistic muscles, and a
commitment to the study and performance of the best possible music.
Courage to seek ways to make more
inviting and accessible that great choral music that may be harder, initially,
for our singers to chew. Courage to
swim against the current.

About the author
Randal Swiggum has enjoyed a
diverse teaching career - first grade
general music, high school choir,
college orchestra, music theory and
conducting. As a composer, conductor, teacher, and advocate for young
people in the arts, he has established
a reputation for musical excellence
and a commitment to music education
through performance. A passionate
advocate for a richer learning experience in the performing ensemble,
he serves as Chair of the Wisconsin
Comprehensive Musicianship through
Performance (CMP) Project, now in its
27th year. A frequent guest conductor of orchestral and choral festivals,
Swiggum has conducted in Europe,
Canada, Iceland, Brazil and throughout the United States. He is wellknown to Wisconsin theatre audiences
as a conductor of opera and musical
theatre, having music directed over
thirty works. As a writer, Swiggum was
music critic for the Mil-waukee Journal, author of Strategies for Teaching High School Chorus published
by MENC (19980, and co-author of
Shaping Sound Musicians (2003). He
serves on the American Symphony
Orchestra League Board of Directors.
He is Music Director of the Elgin Youth
Symphony Orchestra and Ph.D. candidate in Musicology at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison.
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Rehearsal
Strategies

by Scott Ferguson

music in a better position, produce
a better sound, and maintain better
concentration. Every aspect of communication is improved in that magic
moment of anticipation.

Here are some rehearsal strategies that
I’ve used throughout the years. Many are
common knowledge, but I find convention/
workshop sessions that review basics to be
extremely helpful. Perhaps you might find a
new idea or two among the following:
•
TECHNICAL, INTELLECTUAL,
EMOTIONAL ELEMENTS TOGETHER
(TIE). Teach the choir to “tie” all three
together.
•
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Try to maintain a high level of concentration by how you start, stop,
and give directions. Think about
the pacing and tone of your voice
and your visual connection with the
choir at these moments. Do you
give the choir enough time to catch
up with the pace of your thoughts?
I know this is a challenge for me. I
often speak too fast or race through
indications of where we will continue after having stopped to work
on something. We all agree that the
preparatory gesture is one of the
most important moments of communication between the conductor
and choir. Yet, conductors of all
levels of experience frequently count
the choir in or say “Ready, go,” or
“Ready, and.” By counting the choir
in or saying “and” on the preparatory gesture, we negate the need for
the choir to look up and focus on
our communal breath and the conductor’s indication of style, tempo,
dynamic, etc. If the choir members
know they must look up and connect
with the conductor, they will stand
with better alignment, hold their

Keep a happy approach to the
rehearsal - avoid letting it become
all work without moments of humor
or release of energy. Although I
frequently fall short of this goal, I try
to achieve at least one powerful moment of “performance” in each piece
rehearsed, even if it’s while sightreading! Encourage the singers not
to wait for the performance to have
“goose-bump” moments.

say, “All that again, please.” By now,
the choir knows that means they’re
supposed to challenge themselves to
figure out what needs improvement
on their own. They immediately
listen more intently and many times
will fix problems themselves.
•

Vary the rehearsal strategies for
each piece in a rehearsal; emotional,
technical, physical movement, humor,
etc. Pose questions for students, and
urge them to maintain a questioning, inquisitive mode of thinking in
rehearsal. This may be theoretical
(harmonic analysis, for example),
textual, structural, etc. Each time
you review something in rehearsal,
add something to it—give them
something else to work on. The
choir never has to know that they
are learning notes. I ask for their
attention to be on some artistic concept: for example, to sing lightly and
feel subdivisions or to shape a series
of notes in a certain way. The goal
may be to correct notes or to learn
them, but the choir should always
feel that they are making music and
not just singing black dots on a page.
Sometimes, however, I do simply

•

NOTE: Use of imagery should be done in
terms of pacing the rehearsal. Make images
short and succinct. PACING THE
REHEARSAL is very important.
•

•

Have three or four analogies ready
to help choir conceptualize the
desired result.

listening to a pure tone and working on vowel unification. Rehearse a
piece, or a portion of it, double time
on "[du]." This changes the mood
and pace of rehearsal. It can also be
effective in a very slow section, so
the choir can hear the shape of the
entire section.

•

•

One must be able to treat a technical
issue in musical terms and a musical
issue in technical terms depending
upon the pacing of the rehearsal.
On occasion, when appropriate for
the stage of rehearsal on a piece,
have students raise hands when
they make mistakes. Although some
use this as everyday practice, I only
use it as an occasional concentration “re-charger,” a game, of sorts.
Thereafter, I have noticed that some
students continue to do it spontaneously for some time. Accepting
responsibility for their performance
in rehearsal helps them keep the
edge on the learning process.
Keep singers active by having one
section hum or sing on [u] if working with another section. This can be
words + [u]/hum, or pah/dah syllable
+ [u]/hum. Or, have half of the choir
on [u] and half on the text to aid in

•

Remember to reiterate concepts
again and again. Work with different
voice parts on the same concepts for
variety.

•

Depending upon the level of the
choir and the frequency of rehearsals, at the beginning of a given
rehearsal, review verbally what was
done on a piece during the previous
rehearsal — just the main points
— and what the goals are for that
rehearsal. It brings students back
into the mental picture of the piece.
However, it can eat up precious
rehearsal time, so I make this extremely brief.

Vary the direction of working a composition: occasionally start at the end
of a section or entire piece and work
backwards. If you always start at the
beginning, you can get stuck there. If
the choir knows the end of the piece
first, they have a better sense of accomplishment when they get there,
because the material is familiar.
•

•

If you start rehearsing a piece from
the first measure, try building the
entire piece by returning to the
beginning each time you are ready to
move ahead to a new section. They
will gain a sense of the whole and
review the concepts just worked on.

•

Sing through the entrance to a new
section or transition before stopping
to work on something. A common
mistake is the habit of always stopping at the end of a section and not
rehearsing transitions enough. When
the piece is put together, there can
often times be problems in making
smooth transitions.

•

•

Silent practice: conductor conducts
and choir sings mentally. Have them
sing at various places on your signal.

Work on the inner ear by making
aural connections between pieces
— e.g., sing the final chord of the
piece just rehearsed and try to find
the first tone of the next piece based
on the relationship to the previous
piece.
Use tuning forks in rehearsal instead
of the piano. Each member of my
choir gets a fork at at the beginning
of the year. If they lose it, they must
pay for a replacement. Teach them
to become independent. Invent strategies for giving pitches, e.g., when
students take out a new piece, have
them immediately find the starting
pitch. Anyone can do it - it doesn’t
matter if their section doesn’t start
the piece. I will have them check
their pitch repeatedly throughout
rehearsal.

•

When you stop, occasionally ask the
choir why you stopped. Help them
to learn to listen critically.

•

Work in dynamics easily, slowly.
The singers should “think” dynamics
instead of “making” them.

•

Rhythmic, light singing can save
rehearsals: urge the choir to feel the
emotional content of words while
rehearsing at a “half voice” level save the voice and internalize the
drama of the text at the same time.

•

Adjust tempos in warm-ups to
encourage the choir to follow your
gestures.

•

I make a "to-the-minute" rehearsal
plan. I don't force myself to stay with
it too closely, but it forces me to set
priorities and not waste time. The
self-imposed time limits actually allow me to be freer in rehearsal.

•

Occasionally return to a neutral syllable in rehearsal to work on clarity but continue to sing in the character
of the music.

•

Every now and then infuse a vocalization into the rehearsal or reiterate
alignment and breathing principles if
energy is low.
Happy rehearsing!
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LOOKING FOR
WORLD MUSIC

by Elizabeth Zobel
Ethnic and Multi-cultural
Repertoire and Standards Chair

MUSIC OF ASIA
For the music of Japan, China, Korea, and other Asian countries, the
best resources are Western publishers who distribute the catalogs of
Asian publishers. See the North American publishers above and in Part
1 of this article.
American Gamelan Institute
www.gamelan.org
Organization dedicated to the promotion of Indonesian performing arts. Their website includes a wide range of resources, including monographs, transcriptions of traditional Indonesian styles,
and sheet music of original compositions inspired by Indonesian
music, including instrumental and some choral music.
MUSIC OF AFRICA
I have found very few resources specifically for sheet music of African
choral music, but there are many places to find recordings of African
choirs and information about African music. For choral recordings and
more information on African music, visit:
Primarily A Cappella
www.singers.com

In an earlier installment (Looking for World Music, Part 1; Spring
2008) I presented a list of resources for finding sheet music that
fell into two categories:
1. North American publishers whose general catalogs include
music of a multicultural focus.
2. publishers of choral music from central and western Europe,
Scandanavia, the Baltics, the Balkans, eastern Europe and Russia.
In part 2, I have expanded the list to include sources for finding music from Africa, Asia, and the Americas. In continuing this
search, I have found fewer publishers dedicated solely to the
dissemination of music from particular countries or regions from
the aforementioned continents. Below are additions to the list of
North American publishers whose catalogs include multicultural
and ethnic music. The catalogs of many of the publishers listed in
Part 1 of this article also encompass the music of Africa, Asia, and
the Americas (please see the previous references to Boosey &
Hawkes, Walton, Hal Leonard, Earthsongs, Alliance, and Kjos).
Additionally, I have included resources for finding more information about choral music in various countries of Africa, Asia, and
the Americas. These websites and organizations may not provide
sheet music, but often provide recordings of indigenous music
and information about the culture and the music. In some cases,
these are websites of choral organizations in other countries
that one can explore to find out about choral communities
abroad. In other instances, the websites cover a broader range of
topics related to the music of a particular culture.
I encourage any of you who have found other resources for
music with a multicultural focus to send me your suggestions
to add to this list. I hope that we will be able to create a list on
the IL-ACDA website that will serve as a resource for choral
conductors in Illinois and beyond.
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NORTH AMERICAN PUBLISHERS
PAVANE PUBLISHING
www.pavanepublishing.com
Catalog includes both sacred and secular works. Includes folk
music from English-speaking lands as well as Africa, Asia and the
Americas. Sacred works include Gospel music and spirituals, as
well as original compositions by composers such as Illinois’ own
Guy Forbes. Audio samples for some titles available online.
SANTA BARBARA MUSIC PUBLISHING
www.sbmp.com
Significant catalog of African-American spirituals and international folk music. Multicultural selections are searchable by country/
region. Score previews and audio samples available online for
most titles.
Shawnee Press
www.shawneepress.com
Catalog includes both multicultural folk music and African-American spirituals. Searchable by type or function. Score previews
and audio samples available online for some titles.
MUSIC OF MANY CULTURES
World Music Central
worldmusiccentral.org
Information about traditional folk music as well as contemporary “cross cultural fusions and hybrids.” While they do not
have much in the way of sheet music sources, their database of
websites promoting music from all over the globe is a good place
to start when one wants to learn about the music of a particular
culture. Under “Music Resources,” investigate their links to music
festivals and music organizations.

African Musical Arts, Inc.
www.africanchorus.org

The Spirituals Project
www.spiritualsproject.org
Sponsored by the University of Denver, TSP has a mission to
“preserve and revitalize the music and teachings” of AfricanAmerican spirituals.

The African Music Encyclopedia
africanmusic.org
MUSIC OF CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA
MUSIC OF NORTH AMERICA
Center for Black Music Research
www.colum.edu/CBMR/index.php
Columbia College in Chicago hosts the Center for Black Music
Research. While they do not provide sheet music resources, they
do provide detailed lists of resources for teachers from Kindergarten to College. Navigate from the Center’s homepage to the
“Resources” page to “Resources for Teachers,” where you will
find resources on African music, African-American music and
“Black Music and Multicultural Music Education.”
NTimeMusic
www.ntimemusic.com/
Distributor of Gospel sheet music, as well as songbooks, recordings and instructional resources. Significant catalog of Gospel
sheet music, but no score previews or audio samples.
Sacred Harp Musical Heritage Association
www.fasola.org
Organization promoting the American Sacred Harp and “shape
note” singing.

ALMA (Association for Latin-American Music & Art)
www.alma-usa.com
Located in San Antonio, Texas, ALMA publishes a limited catalog
of Argentinean choral music.
Spanish language sites specific to the choral communities of particular
nations:
Coros de Chile (choral music of Chile)
www.corosdechile.cl/princ.html
Coros de Costa Rica (choral music of Costa Rica)
www.geocities.com/corosdecostarica
Musica Coral (primarily music of Argentina, including an online
choral radio station)
www.musicacoralnet.com.ar
Recurso Coral (Argentinean organization for choral conductors)
www.recursocoral.com.ar
ADDITION TO THE LIST FROM PART 1:

Sacred Harpmus
www.shapenote.net
Database of shape-note music with free audio files of “hymn
tunes in 19th-century shapenote hymnals.” (I will admit, I have
not been able to get this to load properly on my computer, but
their database is extensive.)

Tara Publications
www.jewishmusic.com/index.asp
Sheet music downloads of Jewish music of all sorts (Israeli, Sephardic, Klezmer, Liturgical,Yiddish, Hassidic, etc.). Score previews
available online.
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RAISING THE BAR
I RECENTLY HAD THE HONOR OF
conducting my first festival chorus. I
had a great time--the chairpersons
were very organized and helpful; the
teachers were friendly; and the students were just wonderful! They had
prepared the music very carefully with
their teachers at home, yet were flexible and trusting enough to try what
I asked them to do. All in all, it was a
very successful day. The only negatives I heard came from a few of the
teachers who felt that I, as the clinician, had chosen one piece in particular that was extremely difficult. That
feeling came from the students as
well, who groaned when I asked them
to pull that one out to run through for
the first time. After singing through it
with that "cream of the crop" festival
chorus one time, I asked them to raise
their hands if that was the best they
had performed the piece so far. Every
hand in the room went up. We proceeded to work out some troublesome
spots, and to inject some articulation
and rhythmic feeling as befitted the
genre. In performance, they sang the
piece beautifully, and appeared to be
genuinely enjoying it as well. I know
for a fact that some of them enjoyed
it--when I heard students singing that
song in the hallway or rest-room when
they didn't know I was there, I knew
that despite their initial reaction, they
liked it!
So, what made them groan in the first
place? It was, I admit, a challenge
for middle school voices. The piece is
Viadana's "Exsultate Justi", arranged
by Sherri Porterfield from the original
SATB to a three-part-mixed setting. It was in a language other than
English. It had independently moving
parts, where everyone had interesting
rhythms (with sixteenth note patterns!), suspensions and resolutions,
and syncopations. It was to be per12

by Beth Best

formed a cappella. It just looked scary!
I know that the students were intimidated by the piece right off the bat,
because some of their teachers were
intimidated as well. When you only
see your students one or two times
a week for regular chorus rehearsals, and then have to try to fit in extra
rehearsals for a festival, an a cappella
piece in Latin looks fairly daunting.
However, I know from experience that
middle school students can, and will,
do anything you challenge them to
do. Students will rise to the level of
your expectations. They will meet your
standards wherever you put them. So
why not put them high?
My friend and colleague from Waubonsie Valley High School, Mark
Myers, was conducting a mini-festival
for our feeder schools a few weeks
ago. He shared with the students and
parents a paraphrase of a book he
had been reading. In the book, The
Last Lecture, author Randy Pausch
talks about the lack of self-esteem
exhibited by so many people, especially students. Mark told us that
according to the author, if you want to
help a student raise his or her selfesteem, you don't give them an easy
task; instead, you challenge them with
a more difficult one. He asked the students to think of something that was
hard for them to do, and to remember
how it felt when it was completed.
They all agreed that accomplishing a
difficult task was much more rewarding and esteem-building than taking
an easy way out. I find this to be true
with my students over and over again.
The song they thought was "too hard"
when we first started working on it
ended up being the one they enjoyed
the most when they were successful
with it. At the end of the year, when we
pull out favorites to sing through again,
they don't ask for pop or Broadway.

They ask for the songs that meant the
most to them - the ones they had to
dig into and grow through as musicians.
As a teacher, I feel I owe it to my students to challenge them to climb higher than they think they can, and to give
them the tools to accomplish such a
task. This might be taking longer than
usual to learn a song, to really sink
our teeth into it; it might be making
rehearsal CD's with unfamiliar pronunciations on them so that the singers
can take them home to work on them;
it might be finding other performances
on recordings or the Internet of that
song so that they can hear what they
are striving for. I always need to praise
the work that they are doing, and urge
them forward to continue to learn. As
we work together, I find that I am becoming less intimidated by that difficult
song, and gain confidence in my ability to teach it as they gain confidence
in their performance. The audience
hears an end product, but often they
have no idea of what we have learned
about music and about ourselves from
tackling that difficult song. My students and I get to share that incredibly
special memory.

Please be sure to
visit our website at
www.il-acda.org

Now, I challenge you: attempt a song
that you might have hesitated to program for your students. Look at how
you can teach it to help them be the
most successful in learning it. Try not
to let your own fear of the piece show
(this is the hard part for me!), and be
positive about what they are doing. If
you expect them to be good, thoughtful musicians, and you give them the
tools to achieve that, they will meet,
and often exceed, your expectations.
Then, you can all celebrate that feeling of accomplishing something more
difficult than you ever thought possible!
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MUSICFOR
CHILDREN’S
CHOIRS

An interview with those who create it:
Earlene Rentz, Greg Gilpin, and Rollo Dilworth
- by Jacquelyn Negus,
Children’s Choir R & S Chair

Today’s children’s choir directors are
fortunate to have a plethora of music
from which to choose. Whether we
work in a school, religious, or community setting, numerous composer/arrangers work diligently to bring quality
music to our attention. This community
of musicians usually possesses backgrounds and interests similar to those
of us who are “in the trenches,” and
they have chosen to turn their attention to composition. I personally find it
interesting to know how and why they
have come to this profession — so I
decided to ask three of them. Earlene
Rentz, Greg Gilpin, and Rollo Dilworth
were my first choices to interview, and
all three very graciously agreed. It was
a delight to be in contact with these
gifted musicians, and I thank them for
this literary contribution.
- Jacquelyn Negus
JN: Who shaped your musical education in childhood? What instruments
did you play? Where did you “perform?”
GG: I started taking piano lessons
when I was around four years old. I
continued playing for church, accompanying choirs in school, etc. I also
played the cornet in marching band
and French horn in concert band. I
was in All-State Choir my junior year
and All-State Band my senior year.
RD: My first musical experience as a
child was singing when I was six years
old. The nun that I had as a teacher,
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Sister Patricia, sang to us all the time.
I learned my numbers, grammar, and
life lessons through singing. I remember singing during the entire first
grade, and that turned me on to singing itself. In second grade we began to
learn to read music, learning the lines
and spaces and solfege. My elementary music teacher was most influential
in getting me started in music. She
saw some potential in me, told my
family, and I began taking piano lessons at age nine.
ER: I began taking piano lessons from
Melba Walker in Moultrie, Georgia at
six years of age. I would go to church
on Sundays, and have the hymns
picked out on the piano in the afternoon. We had a children's choir at our
church, and I enjoyed singing choruses. In elementary school, the teacher
would sing with us at the beginning
of every day. We learned all sorts of
folk songs from our teachers, many of
which I have arranged in my published
octavos. In sixth grade I began to
play the clarinet, and it reinforced the
things taught to me six years earlier. I
played the piano for my first Christmas
cantata at eleven years old. Gene
Hobbs, my minister of music, never let
me say “I can’t.” That experience really
molded my accompanying skills. Later,
as accompanist for Moultrie High
School, I developed many accompanying skills, and I observed a very fine
choral director for four years, Mr. Bill
Caldwell. I was also allowed to direct
the choir on occasion. That opportunity
probably led me into the profession.

JN: When did you know that you wanted to be a musician as a life vocation?
GG I don’t think I ever “knew” this. I
just went with what I knew in general.
I actually tried to fight a music career. My brother was a music teacher
and my sister-in-law was my music
teacher.
RD: When I was seven, I knew it was
going to happen. I went to my music
teacher and said, ”I’m going to be just
like you!” She had a doctorate in music, and I didn’t even know what I was
talking about. But I knew it was for me.

ral composition published and several
right after that.
RD: I’m not sure. I think in college I
knew that I had a knack for it, but I
didn’t know it would become such a
prominent part of my career. I don’t
think I ever set out to compose and arrange. Rather it came out of necessity.
I was teaching middle school music in
St. Louis and found that I had to put
pencil to paper to ensure a positive
vocal experience for my particular set
of students.

JN: When did you know that you
wanted to compose and had talent for
it?

ER: I stumbled into the profession of
choral composition. I had accepted
a job at a major university to teach
music education courses and found
that I was required to teach a class
in choral arranging. I called my friend
Greg Lyne who was currently teaching the class at another university. He
told me to buy a book and do what
it said. So, I bought Contemporary
Choral Arranging by Arthur Ostrander
and Dana Wilson (Prentice-Hall), and
I began preparing myself to teach
the choral arranging class by practicing the things I was going to ask the
students to do in class. I knew I would
be “found out” if the students asked a
question, and I didn’t have a clue how
to fix a problem. Eventually, I realized that I loved arranging more than
research at the university level. After
practicing the art of choral arranging, I thought I might as well try to
publish something, and the late Brian
Busch (CPP Belwin/Warner Brothers/
BriLee) called to say he really liked a
choral arrangement I had submitted. I
published one piece in 1994, and then
began to see if I might come up with
ideas for others. I asked Brian where
“the market” was open for my style of
writing, and he told me the needs were
in two-part writing. So I began writing
two-part arrangements, which was a
great place to start. My accompanying
skills helped fill out the chords. I really
developed a love for arranging that
became my “light” during an uncertain
time of my life. It was great.

GG: I don’t know if I ever “knew.” Back
to that! Haha. I wrote my first song in
college, and I got to do some arranging for a show choir in college. My
senior year, I got my first original cho-

JN: What have you done to foster that
talent and desire?
GG: My career has been my education. I said yes to everything musical
that came my way as an adult. Some

ER: I always wanted choral music in
my life. I was not a wonderful singer,
but I loved accompanying, and delighted in making my keyboard product as
musical as the singer’s performance.
Most people said I should be a concert
pianist, but I knew I didn’t really enjoy
the solitude of practice and wanted
to be in a “people” type of profession
in music. In undergraduate school I
made a decision to teach music.
JN: Please list the colleges you attended and your majors.
GG: I have a degree in Vocal Music
Education, K-12 from Northwest Missouri State University.
RD: I have a Bachelors in Music Education from Case Western Reserve
University, a Masters in Secondary
Education with a concentration in music from the University of Missouri, St.
Louis, and a Doctorate in Conducting
from Northwestern University.
ER: Bachelor of Music Education –
University of Montevallo (AL)
Master of Music Education – Florida
State University – Tallahassee
Doctor of Philosophy in Music Education – Florida State University

things I liked, some things I did not.
I found out what I might be good at,
what I AM good at, and certainly what
I’m NOT good at. I choreographed
show choirs, I sang in community
groups, I played in a band, I sang
back-up for different singers, I’ve sung
jingles, sung on album projects, and
done a million jobs for artists including
loading equipment — part of the gig.
Most of the time, I just try to pay attention and see how other people work,
notice their talents and see how they
apply them. That’s what inspires me.
RD: In addition to my composition
studies in graduate school, I continue
to listen and study other composers
to understand modern techniques. I
constantly challenge myself to develop ideas that are fresh, innovative,
cutting-edge, and inspiring.
ER: I am not really sure about the
word “talent” in my writing. Others
mention it quite frequently, but my
concept of writing involves a lot of
hard work….staying at the keyboard,
computer, etc., until the job is done.
A creative idea or two along the way
really helps the process, but I seem
to change every note at least a dozen
times before I find the right combination. I needed to understand writing,
the business of writing, and the needs
of the classroom. Brian Busch taught
me an incredible amount of information. The thing I did to assist me in my
writing career was to LISTEN to Brian.
Sometimes he gave me very difficult
information to hear, but he was teaching me. Brian was a master teacher,
and I really attribute any success I
have had to his effective teaching. A
writer must always be looking for creative ideas and allow one’s self to be
taught. Though “truthfully unpleasant”
at times, a writer must understand the
business of writing per publisher, and
a writer must always commit oneself
to integrity “on the page.” All of these
things are equally important to my
profession.
JN: In what different genres have you
composed?
GG: I’ve written in many styles: patriotic, folk, jazz, pop — usually for choral
ensembles. In that setting, I’ve written

for concert choir, children’s choir, and
show choir. I’ve arranged for soloists,
some band arrangements, worked with
orchestrators, and arranged vocals for
symphony sessions.
RD: I think I have written in about every style possible. Most people know
me as a composer/arranger in the
spiritual or gospel idiom. But I have
written church anthems, blues pieces,
art songs — anything anyone wants to
hear!
ER: I have written folk songs (including spirituals), gospel, original material, jazz styles, novelty, graduation,
and holiday.
JN: Do you have a preference between composing and arranging?
GG: Not really. I enjoy both, but I think
I get the most reward from composing and knowing all of it is my original
work.
RD: Actually, I like both equally. I find
it more challenging to arrange a piece
than compose a piece, because you
have to look at what is already there
and then tinker with it (for lack of a
better word). You have to think about
how you are going to move it into a different style or modal structure, etc., in
order to make it new and fresh.
ER: I really don’t have a preference,
but I do know that it is a bit easier for
me when the melody is already there.
If folk songs were not good melodies,
they would not have existed for hundreds of years. In choral music writing,
I try to answer three questions as I
progress in the piece I am working on
at the moment:
1. How will the student be a better
musician for having sung my music?
2. Why is this music worth a teacher’s
limited budget?
3. Will a student’s love for music be
enhanced by the study of my music?
If there is a negative answer to any of
these questions, it really isn’t worth my
time or the teacher’s/student’s time. If I
am going to spend hours on a piece of
music, then it must interest and excite
other people and me. Composing is
great fun, but if it becomes laborious
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and dull, I write something else. Yes,
I’ve trashed many files.
JN: Where do your compositional
ideas come from?
GG: Everywhere — movies, other
people’s music, books, greeting cards,
conversations with friends. I find that
I get a lot of ideas from conducting,
hearing, and working with choirs.
RD: Most of my composition ideas
come from thoughts that occur to me
when I am relaxing. It is not uncommon for me to be struck with an idea
while I am sitting on an airplane. I
can honestly say that I often hear the
music long before the notes hit the
manuscript paper.
ER: Sometimes the ideas come from
my traditions. Brian Busch gave me
some great advice. He said my success in choral writing depends on
whether I can make my arrangement
different from every other arrangement
out there. I listen to many styles of
music, and sometimes they “inhabit”
my brain for future reference. Sometimes I will just turn the page in a folk
song book that I have looked over at
least 100 times, and a new, unique,
creative twist will come to mind. Regarding original melodies, I may read
a poem for two years before I find a
melody that suits me. My husband is a
good musician who sang in a choir in
college and has a wonderful voice. For
all of my pieces, if it doesn’t pass the
“Bill test,” you won’t see it. I’ve gone
against his wishes a couple of times,
but those pieces were eventually used
as “starter fuel” in the fireplace.
JN: Do you have a favorite voicing for
which to write?
GG: Nope. I like it all!
RD: I think that my preference for voicings is at the extremes. I like writing
two part treble and SATB divisi the
most. However, in the past year or so
I have been writing more for middle
school (SAB, SATB).
ER: No, I really don’t. You can do
more with voices, if you use more
voices. However, if you are writing for
two-parts, you can do lots of creative
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things with the accompaniment. I’ve
taught at all levels, and I really have all
different ensembles in my mind for different pieces. Sometimes the publishers ask me to write additional voicings
for my publications, but the way I
“heard it” is always my favorite.
JN: What are your favorite and least
favorite parts about doing festivals?
GG: I love the rehearsal. Digging in
and hearing the kids or adults create music is the best part. My least
favorite is traveling there. I’m also a
bit shy at first, and that first moment of
the rehearsal is tough for me. It’s like
walking into a new school for the first
time not knowing anyone.
RD: I enjoy serving as a guest conductor for festivals because I get the
chance to meet so many young people
and teachers who are excited about
choral music. My travels have taken
me all over the world, and I must say
that I enjoy the opportunity to learn
about other cultures (language, food,
customs, etc.). The thing that I like
least about festivals is that I am often
under a lot of pressure to produce a
polished performance with only a day
or two of rehearsals. Depending upon
the preparation level of the singers,
this feat can be somewhat challenging.
ER: I love working with students.
After a few years of full-time writing, I
always love being back in touch with
real students in real choirs in real educational settings. Times have changed
in regard to scheduling, time spent in
the classroom, etc., and I enjoy being
back in touch with the world of choral
music education. At times, students
come to festivals not really knowing
the music too well, so the time is spent
learning the notes and rhythms instead
of creating a wonderful performance
through choral expression, balance,
blend, tone, articulation, enunciation,
etc. There just isn’t enough time to do
everything if the notes and rhythms
are a bit uncertain. However, there are
those situations where the students
come in totally prepared, and it is
marvelous to work with them. WOW!
Love it!

JN: With what age group do you usually work in festivals?
GG: Most of my festival work is at the
elementary and middle school/jr. high
level. I must say though, some of the
finest moments for me, both musically
and personally, have been with high
school students.
RD: It varies, but I work with a lot of
elementary and middle school choirs.
Sometimes I am called for high school
festivals but most of the phone calls
are for the younger All-States and
festivals.
ER: Most often, I am asked to conduct
middle school choral groups, mixed
and treble. I loved teaching middle
school, and I really have the middle
school sound in my ear. I found out
that middle school students have
abilities that far exceed expectations
at times. That was a real revelation
for me, and I write accordingly. The
important thing with middle school is
finding a cool way to teach concepts,
using lots of humor and positive reinforcement. I also love working with
high school women’s choirs.
JN: How has traveling and constantly
meeting new people changed you?
GG: It keeps me informed and lets me
know what is going in the educational
world with teachers on a daily basis. I
also enjoy meeting such creative and
talented people. They inspire me, and
I try to grow from every new experience.
RD: Meeting people and traveling
has changed my life in very significant ways. No matter where I have
traveled, I have found music to be
an integral part of every culture. For
some ethnic groups, music IS culture.
I know that this is a cliché, but I’ve
experienced the universality of music
first hand. Music in any language has
the power to transform lives. It is so
rewarding to be a part of that transformative process. Sometimes I am
transformed as well.
ER: Professionally, traveling gives me
the opportunity to listen to teachers
and see what I can do in my writing to
accommodate the changes in music

education that are taking place in the
classroom while I am writing in my
office. When I write, I always have an
idea as to how I would teach my piece
in the classroom. Carl Fischer has
allowed me to share those ideas with
the choral community in the pieces
I publish with them. These teaching
suggestions are called Rehearsal
Preparation Sheets (RPS), and are
also on my website (www.earlenerentz.com) as PDF files. Choral directors can print them and make as
many copies as they choose for their
students. This is a “time-saving” venture, and from what I hear, it is very
effective. In essence, it is a lesson
plan, and I gladly and joyfully offer this
supplementary material to choral directors who sing my pieces. Response
to these RPS sheets led to an idea for
a book I wrote with Carl Fischer entitled From Concepts to Concerts that
is due out in January 2009.
JN: Is it difficult to keep up with your
writing when traveling?
GG: Extremely. Summer is most
difficult. I’m gone a lot in July and
August, and I need to be writing then.
I’m working harder at writing earlier in
the year.
RD: Actually, it is best for me to write
when I’m on the road. Ninety percent
of my music is composed on airplanes.
I don’t write from the keyboard, I write
from my head. I write the old-fashioned way — I take manuscript paper
with me and simply write what’s in my
head.
ER: No, not really. So much of my
“work” is done in my head, thinking about the piece for long periods
of time. I can do the mental work in
transit. I evidently process my pieces
in my sleep. My husband says that
sometimes I’m humming during the
night! Weird! If I think about what I’m
going to do, and really get it “set,” then
when I get to my keyboard/computer, it
goes on the page quickly.
JN: When you are commissioned to
write a composition specifically for
children’s choirs, how do you begin?
GG: TEXT, TEXT, TEXT, TEXT. I know

the music will come if I am inspired by
the text, either my own or something I
find. I think a lot about it — sometimes
months before I attempt to really sit
down and write it out according to the
needs of the group.
RD: First, I find out as much as I can
about the ensemble. I like to know
about the sound of the group as well
as the idiosyncrasies of the accompanist. After I gather as much information
as I can, I ask them to determine what
they want in terms of style. Sometimes
I am asked to compose an original
piece, sometimes the text is provided,
and sometimes I arrange a pre-existing piece. In constructing a piece for
children, I have to think very carefully
about the age. Determining the vocal
range is important, as well as deciding the depth of rhythmic complexity. I
don’t want to make it too difficult, yet it
must be challenging. In terms of harmonic structure, I am always thinking
about what is possible with the particular age range and write accordingly.
ER: My experience has shown me
that there is a need for clarity when
someone is commissioning a piece, so
I send out a contract with everything
spelled out. Then I ask for the voicing, number in the ensemble, ranges,
special features of the ensemble,
deadline for completion, and type of
piece preferred. When I begin writing
the piece, I send it to them along the
way to see if they are pleased with the
direction and shape the piece is taking. In writing specifically for children’s
choirs, I must be careful of the text.
Though not necessarily a “young” text,
it must be appropriate for children. For
children, I’m careful of range. I don’t
like to go lower than the B or B-flat
below middle C. In the high range, I
don’t think I’ve ever exceeded the top
line F for children’s choirs. Even then,
I make certain that the vowel is open,
and I try to make the approach to that
pitch step-wise. For altos, I don’t like
to exceed the B-flat below Middle C as
the lowest pitch. That just works well
as I try to put some harmony in the
piece. I don’t like to get the voices too
far apart. I think it is easier for young
singers to “hear” notes that are farther
apart but for the unity of a choral
sound, my experience has been that

those pitches that are close together
have a better chance of blending together well in regard to unified vowels
and general intonation. With children’s
choirs, the phrasing must not be too
lengthy, because of breath support.
I like to write such that the energy is
kept in the sound, and the phrasing
makes sense to the children.
JN: Do you like to work with the commissioning ensemble or would you
rather just hear what their conductor
does with your piece?
GG: Both, I guess. Selfishly, I’d love
to work with that choir, but most of the
time I don’t even hear the choir that
commissioned the work sing it!
RD: That’s a good question. I do like
to work with the group, so that I can
give them as much insight as possible
regarding the intent behind the structure. Only about 85-90% of what I put
on paper is the total piece. A lot of the
interpretive and stylistic kinds of things
in my head just can’t be written. With
that in mind, I love to work with the
singers just to give them that extra 1015% that doesn’t exist on the page.
ER: GREAT question. The truth is
that I have LIVED with the piece for
minutes, days, hours, weeks, months,
and/or years. The piece is totally within
me, around me, etc. HOWEVER, my
purpose in writing the piece is so that
everyone might experience the piece
in their own way, finding their own
“truth” in the piece based on their own
choral experience. So, to specifically
answer the question, I enjoy hearing
all sorts of interpretations of the pieces
I write. This is the most important thing
to me. I want to know that whoever
conducts my piece has worked on it,
given it some thought, and has to the
best of their abilities, prepared the
ensemble to do a good job performing
the piece. I want to hear the choir lifting the “dots and sticks” off the page,
into the voice, and into the hearts of
those who are listening. I love to hear
different ways of making that happen.
I’ve heard some of my pieces performed with such artistry that I have
thought, “Wow, I wish I had thought of
that! That was way cool!” That is an
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incredible feeling. There’s nothing like
it for a writer.
JN: Where do you see yourself professionally in 10 years?
GG: Still working! — just writing and
feeling creative and maybe doing
some musical things I have not done
before. I hope to do more conducting.
It helps me grow as a composer and
musician.
RD: I’m not sure where I see myself,
but I can tell you what I hope to be
doing. I want to continue to write for
children’s choirs, high school choirs,
college choirs, and for church choirs.
But I have started to write larger works
— choral/orchestral works. I don’t
know if I would ever write an oratorio, but I would like to write an opera,
perhaps musical theater project, and
large ensemble compositions. I have
started to do this for both adults and
children. I see that as the next step for
me on my journey as a composer and
educator.
ER: I have really enjoyed orchestrating
my pieces. Chris Matthews at Colla
Voce Music has patiently taught me a
great deal about orchestrating, and I
am most grateful. I think I would like to
write more choral pieces with orchestral accompaniment. I also want to
write a few more books for the choral
rehearsal — supplementary texts that
can assist choral directors in saving
time. I also need to concentrate more
on international folk songs. Our world
is expanding and changing, and I don’t
want any international group to be
omitted in the choral community.
JN: What advice would you give to
young, aspiring conductors/composers?
GG: Work! Do it all. Say “yes.” Watch
and ask questions and know that you
don’t know everything. My mantra is
PLAY WELL WITH OTHERS. If you
can work well with others, that’s 50%
of the job. They’ll ask you back to work
some more.
RD: For composers, I would encourage them to carve out their own path
when writing. Your compositional voice
has to represent who you are and
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what you believe to be important. For
conductors, I encourage students to
learn the basic techniques, but them
move ahead to develop gestures that
both communicate the intentions of the
composer and represent the individuality of the conductor.
ER : 1. Develop a work ethic that produces a product every day….a marked
score, a few written measures, etc.
2. Prepare yourself through reading,
studying, and practicing the things that
are important to your profession.
3. Listen to those who have “been
there” a while. Listen for the voices
of wisdom that seem to permeate
conferences, meetings, and general
one-to-one discussions. These “voices
of wisdom” are people who can share
much, because they have learned
much in their lives.
Specifically for writers: 1. Listen to
several publishers’ choral octavo promotions, and decide the ways in which
you might like to spend your time in
terms of creating and sharing your art.
2. Listen to those who are very
discriminating in terms of your own
product and abilities, but make certain
the person to whom you are listening
is interested in your well-being.
3. Remember that a specific publisher is always right in terms of their
selection for a specific market. Most
publishers have a “target population.”
Find out what a publisher’s market
might be before jumping into creating
a style that does not suit your goals
or the publisher’s. 4. Remember that
there are many levels of achievement
in classrooms across America, and
not all of those classrooms will house
students who are the most skilled in
choral music. However, music educators are to teach all of the students
in the classrooms, and they all need
good music to sing. 5. Decide on
the concepts you want to teach per
composition, and allow students
enough opportunities to learn that skill
through your music. 6. Remember to
be consistent in your compositional
components if you want consistency
in performance. 7. Find someone you
trust who will tell you the truth about
your compositions. 8. Remember that
most of us began with at least one “rejection,” and embrace that rejection as

the knowledge that another publisher
might be the appropriate publisher for
a specific piece of music, rather than
allowing the rejection to label the piece
as “bad.” Then, set out to find the most
appropriate publisher for that piece. If
the piece is continually rejected, and
you know your idea is good, put it
away for a while (maybe years), and
review it in the years to come. 9. The
choral writing profession as a whole
requires much patience with others
and yourself.
Specifically for conductors: 1. Study
with compatible persons who have a
similar value system, or at least be
willing to embrace the idea that people
with somewhat different value systems
can teach you much about the art of
conducting. 2. Know that “everything
has to do with everything,” and even
if you desire to become a writer, one’s
conducting skills are most important
to the sharing of choral music in clinics, workshops, and performances.
Through your own conducting efforts,
you are most likely to “hear” your
product as you “heard” it in your head
while writing.
JN: Any thoughts about the value of
teaching children to sing and the type
of literature that you believe is best for
them?
GG: Well, I think we’re preaching to
the choir when we say to other teachers that there is value in singing and
music. Music and the arts are what
make us human beings. It deals
with head, the heart, and the soul. It
incorporates everything else we learn
in school as well. Literature should be
a taste of everything. We need to let
the children (along with the teachers)
experience all styles and sounds —
from other countries, pop, all musical
periods, sacred and secular. It’s so
important to experience it all.
RD: Yes. I believe that music is an essential part of every child’s education. I
don’t think one can divorce music from
culture. For example, if you think about
the African continent, where music is
a part of the everyday lives of children, there is no separation between
music, dance, life, and culture. Often
times we in education tend to separate

music from academic subjects due to
curricular demands. We also separate
components of music education, history, and literacy from the singing and
playing experience. I believe that the
entire experience of music needs to be
a part of everyday life. The essential
things that we do as human beings all
have a rhythmic component — from
our heartbeat to the gait at which we
walk down the street. Music is so
much a part of us; it should never be
considered a separate entity. Children
should be encouraged to use music as
a source of education regarding styles
and culture, but most importantly, to
celebrate the essence of who we are.
ER: I think it is wise to teach a minimal
number of musical skills to children
per composition. I also think we must
teach for transfer of musical knowledge from one piece into another. We
know so much more today about how
students learn, and in an educational
environment that is constantly changing through the use of technology
and other accumulated information, it
is important that we constantly reevaluate how we teach music and how
we bring music into a more involved
educational sphere. We need to teach
students to “think.” A good teacher will
establish life-long learning concepts
within the process of singing through
the principle of transfer. I really believe
that there is something good, fun,
enjoyable, empowering, and delightful
in singing. A wonderful by-product is
in knowing that it is an art that teaches
them to think and make transfers.
As for the repertoire, I love texts that
somehow inspire aesthetic beauty for
the soul, and texts that teach soulful
principles to students. Great poetry is
a wonderful source of these values for
me. ALSO, I love the fun texts. I do not
think it is bad to teach students that
when they come to choir, there is a
great time to be had by all. Of course,
we must control our classrooms, but
it is fun to smile, laugh, sing fun texts,
and in general, enjoy ourselves while
teaching something about music that
makes a person a better musician.
We are teaching them to be life-long,
independent lovers of music, and
their future involvement should be our
primary concern.

The Baroque Artists of Champaign Urbana
Classic music. Contemporary inspiration.
Join us for our spring events as BACH initiates a
year-long celebration of the music of Handel!

Handel’s Alexander’s Feast
Saturday, March 21, 2009, 7:30 pm
Smith Memorial Hall, 805 S. Mathews Ave., Urbana
Young Baroque Artists Competition (YBAC)
Saturday, April 4, 2009, time TBA
University Place Christian Church, Champaign

A competition for young musicians 13-18 years of age who are
studying baroque vocal or instrumental music. Winners are awarded
cash prizes and invited to perform at a BACH concert.
Application deadline: March 21, 2009
More information: info@baroqueartists.org

Handel Chamber Music & YBAC Winners Showcase
Sunday, May 24, 2009, 7:30 pm
Sinai Temple, 3104 W. Windsor Rd., Champaign
Tickets: $18/$15/$10 (2 for 1 students)
Available at www.baroqueartists.org,
info@baroqueartists.org or 217.378.6802

Just Released!
Christmas Concerts Collection
The BACH Chorus & Orchestra from Christmas 2002 - 2007.
$20

Mass in B Minor: BVW 232 by J.S. Bach
The BACH Chorus & Orchestra in Concert, March 20, 2004.
$20 (2 cd set)
CDs available for ordering at www.dspgweb.com/bach

Congratulations to Steve Widenhofer and
OneVoice from Millikin University for their
wonderful performance at the recent ACDA
National Convention in Oklahoma City!
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IL ACDA Reading Session
IMEA Convention 2009

Friday, January 30, 2009
3:30-4:45 p.m.
Riverside Community Church Sanctuary

Phil Spencer, accompanist
Brett Goad, host
Dave Higus, Kidder Music Company, Music supplier

Jacque Negus/Ron Korbitz---Children/Elementary Choir
“Windy Nights”, Kirk Aamot, 2-part, Leonard 08748859
“Peace on Earth....”, Paul Carey, 2-part, Walton WLG129
Beth Best—Junior High/Middle School Choir
“Never Polka with a Porcupine”, Mark Burrows, 2-part, Shawnee E0614
“Summertime”, arr. Mark Hayes, SSAB, Alfred 28777
Jeremy Landig—Jazz Choir
“Like Someone in Love”, arr. April Arabian-Tini, SATB, Shawnee A1972
“The Look of Love”, arr. Steve Zegree, SATB, Leonard 08741195
Andy Jeffrey, Laura Johnson---Treble Choir
“Libertango”, Astor Piazzolla, SSA, Kjos Ed. 6353
“The Poet Sings”, Z. Randall Stroope, SSA, Heritage 15/1376H
Bob Boyd---Male Choir
“Down by the Salley Gardens”, Douglas Wagner, TBB, Heritage 15/2226H
“Think on Me”, arr. James Mulholland, TTBB, Colla Voce 20-96905
Elizabeth Zobel—Multicultural Choir
“Ahrirang”, arr. Robert DeCormier, SATB, Alfred LG51540
“Hiney Mah Tov”, arr. Iris Levine, SATB, Fostco/Shawnee MF3025
Janet McCumber/Bob Boyd—High School Choir
“Places Among the Stars”, Jonathan Adams, SATB, Heritage 15/1246H
“Domine Filii Unigenite”, Vivaldi/Martens, SATB, Walton W2045
“Sing to Me, Guiding Stars”, Robert Boyd, SATB, Colla Voce 15-96150
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BAC K PAG E
THE

BY CHRIS CAYARI

‘TIS THE SEASON ALL RIGHT. The holidays bring with
them a myriad of musical performances as well as a
plethora of family gatherings — perhaps known as the
best of times and the worst of times. This year I was sitting
at the dinner table meeting a new girlfriend of one of
my relatives. Her face lit up when she found out I was a
professional arm waiver. The dreaded question I never
know how to answer was asked: “What type of music do
you like?” Oh sure, this sounds like a no-brainer to most
of you. I love classical music. Choral music is my pride
and joy. I like a bit of Eric Clapton on the side. I always
enjoyed dabbling in Jazz. But no, not me! This musician
responded with apathy. “I really don’t like music.” (Pause
inserted here for reader to gasp.) Please allow me to
explain.
A few years back I taught full-time as the head of the
music department at a K-12 school. I taught piano, voice,
guitar, and bass lessons for an additional twenty hours a
week after school. I took piano and classical guitar lessons myself. I conducted the church choir once a month,
and played or sang at least three times a month. When
most people would love to sit in their car and listen to the
radio, I would just open up my window and listen to the
hum and drone of the other cars. Which would never last
long as my ipod would be staring at me, beaconing me
to turn it on so I could listen to the singles by my favorite
bands. This tug-of-war fueled both my love and hate for
music. So, I decided to try a new idea: abstain from music
for one day. I was inspired to try this while I was working
out, listening to alternative rock blaring in my ears, reading a fitness magazine. The author was speaking about
how fasting helped his fitness levels. As a certified personal trainer I did a double take, because we are trained
to teach our clients the importance of nutrition in one’s

physical health. I was intrigued (much like you are right
now) to read on. He discussed how fasting invigorated
his workout, made him appreciate his current diet, and
cleared his mind. So why couldn’t this work for musicians?
Have you ever felt like I did? You feel like music has lost
its meaning and you just want it all to go away. Perhaps
you are going through the doldrums of the school year
and you realize that music does not mean what it meant
to you as you graduated from college, ready to take on
the world. My suggestion is to push music out of your life.
Do it for just one day. Go ahead I dare you. You will find
how hard life is without the precious sounds we hold so
dear. Allow me to explain how hard this was for me. I
turned on my favorite television station and kept hearing
music in the background, so I turned it off. I went to the
gym and heard music, so I had to put in ear plugs. I found
myself humming a song and had to immediately chastise
myself. Even while walking through a store, it was hard to
consciously block out the music in the background. I had
to avoid elevators like the plague.
Sure, music is all around us. But just like in dietary fasting,
so is food. One must choose not to partake in it. What I
experienced was similar to that fitness author. I found that
fasting from music invigorated my music making. It made
me appreciate my current musical situation. It helped me
clear my mind. Music is just like food for those of us who
make it our living. We love it. We need it. It sustains us.
It gives our lives some type of meaning. This reminds me
of the first dinner theater I went to see as a child. I saw
Brigadoon. I remember precious little about the musical.
However, the one line that has remained in my memory is,
“You never realize how important something is in your life
until it is gone.” Fasting from music taught me how truly
important music is in my life.
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Mark Your Calendars
IL-ACDA ReTreat
July 8-10
Illinois State University
See information on page two.
Registration brochure on the IL-ACDA
website and via snail mail.

The Conductor’s Podium is published three times a year,
using the following deadlines.
Fall issue: Copy deadline August 15
Winter issue: Copy deadline December 1
Spring issue: Copy deadline March 1
Format:
Best format is a one-color black (can include grayscale
images) high resolution pdf with embedded fonts.
Send all materials to:
J. Scott Ferguson (sferguso@iwu.edu)

National Collegiate
Choral Organization (NCCO)
Third Conference
November 5–7, 2009
Yale University
Now accepting applications for
performances, lecture recitals,
literature sessions, panel session
topics, and voice panel participants
www.ncco-usa.org

Advertising rates:
Size
1/8 page (business card)
1/4 page
1/2 page
full page

Rate
$40.00
$70.00
$120.00
$200.00

10% discount when you place an ad in all three issues.
Dimensions:
full page: 7.5” wide x 8.5” high
1/2 page horizontal: 7.5” wide x 4” high
1/2 page vertical: 3.5” wide x 8.5” high
1/4 page: 3.5” wide x 4” high

